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Abstract. Structured information about an application domain (objectlevel knowledge) can be represented on the Semantic Web in the form of
an OWL/RDFS ontology and made accessible for applications to query
and reason over. In practice, the abundance of heterogenous knowledge
sources addressing very similar or overlapping domains makes it hard
to identify the relevant pieces of information which should be selected
and integrated in order to answer a particular query in the context of a
given application. One natural way of alleviating this problem is to utilize
the metadata (meta-level knowledge), i.e. formal description of objectlevel representations regarding their content, provenance and context of
applicability. We propose a simple, generic framework, based on standard
formalisms, supporting an interacting representation of both levels of
knowledge and propose a novel form of queries which are executed in
two well-defined steps: (meta-level) ontology selection and (object-level)
query answering. The framework is expressed purely as a composition
of standard Semantic Web languages, and the complexity of reasoning
in the framework does not exceed that of reasoning in the underlying
languages. To demonstrate the ease of use and simplicity of our formal
approach we report on an implementation as a Large Knowledge Collider
workflow. Finally, the approach is motivated with a real-life use case.
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Introduction

As the adoption of Semantic Web approaches has grown so has the availability of
large amounts of overlapping knowledge sources pertaining to the same domain.
For example, in the Web of Data, we see macro clusters of knowledge in diverse
areas from government and research to music and biomedicine. At a micro level,
we see ontologies being progressively updated and multiple versions of the same
ontology being used simultaneously. Additionally, knowledge is often being generated by a variety of different mechanisms from automated mapping techniques
to expert entry. For instance, the sig.ma search engine [1], at the time of writing, returns twenty different knowledge sources used to describe the concept of
“heart disease”, ranging from Wikipedia to Examiner.com, a local news site, to
slide sets from anonymous users and the Pew Internet Trust.
In this environment, applications developers are faced with a challenge, how
does one select and integrate the right set of object-level knowledge while not

statically encoding which knowledge to use. Applications for example may want
to focus on up-to-date knowledge, knowledge generated by particular software
mechanisms, or knowledge provided by a particular organization. This metaknowledge is key to being able to select the right set of knowledge to be used
within the application. In practice, applications often encode the decisions about
which object-level knowledge to use either in an off-line selection process or in every query they issue to an integrated knowledge base. Thus, developers are faced
with either less flexible approaches or increased query complexity. Furthermore,
these approaches provide no formal grounding about the consequences of reasoning when integrating knowledge. Specifically, we formulate the problem as follows: How does one systematically, rigorously and simply deploy meta-knowledge
in order to facilitate selective reasoning over object-level knowledge?
To address this problem, we present a framework for the selection and integration of object-level knowledge based on formally modeled meta-knowledge.
The framework provides three crucial benefits:
1. it has a clear formal grounding ensuring guarantees that reasoning complexity does not exceed that of the underlying languages used;
2. it builds upon widely deployed Semantic Web representations and tools;
3. it is timely, as many methodologies for building semantic datasets come with
formal annotations such as OPMV and VOiD, which are ready for use in the
framework.
Our framework thus strikes a balance between theoretical rigor and ease of implementation. To emphasize this ease of use and implementation we have built
our framework using an existing Semantic Web development platform, the Large
Knowledge Collider [2], and explain its potential with a use case study from the
automated alignment of the Wordnet vocabulary for the cultural heritage domain.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. A generic formal framework combining two key features: representation and
reasoning with meta-knowledge and integration of multiple, context-specific
object knowledge representations.
2. The first such framework expressed purely in terms of compositions of standard SW representations (DL/OWL/RDFS ontologies).
3. Formal results showing that the framework’s reasoning complexity does not
exceed the underlying languages.
4. An implementation of the framework that shows that the framework can be
easily deployed using an existing Semantic Web development platform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, we begin by presenting the
framework and its formal properties. An implementation of the framework is then
described. We follow that with a description of the case study and the application
of the framework to it. We then address related work particularly emphasizing
other formal approaches. Finally, we discuss future work and conclude.
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The SIS/MD Framework

In this section we define the framework and the novel type of queries associated
with it. We start with a high-level overview of the adopted formalization and
then elaborate its technical aspects, including the syntax, semantics and basic
computational properties. Further, we introduce the querying mechanism.
2.1

Overview

The framework supports integration of multiple representation systems containing possibly fragmentary and heterogenous object-level knowledge, with a parallel representation of the meta-level knowledge over those systems, regarding
their content, provenance and/or contextual information. Reasoning over the
framework intertwines, in a controlled manner, inference over these two levels.
Importantly, the framework is reducible to existing formalisms and reasoning
problems, which ensures strong and well-understood formal foundations and relatively straightforward implementations.
The formulation of our approach is sufficiently generic to permit most current Semantic Web languages for modelling object and meta-ontologies. This
includes all OWL dialects [3,4] that are underpinned by model-theoretic semantics and the atomic terms of which include concepts/classes, roles/properties and
individuals/instances. To keep the presentation uniform, unless explicitly stated
otherwise, we refer to Description Logics (DLs) [5] as the assumed representation
language for both levels of knowledge involved.
The knowledge models supported by the presented framework shall be denoted as Simple Interoperability Systems with Meta-Data (SIS/MD ). The central
components of a SIS/MD , as illustrated in Figure 1, are:
object ontologies: formal representations of different portions of objectlevel knowledge about an application domain,
meta-ontology :
formal representation of meta-level knowledge about the
object ontologies.
The object ontologies are standard DL ontologies which can be metaphorically depicted as “boxes” [6]. Each box is equipped with its own vocabulary and
associated with a unique formal entity called a context. A box contains a portion
of domain knowledge specific to its context. Boxes can be integrated by sharing
their local vocabularies. A shared term must be given the same semantic interpretation in all the boxes in which it appears. This approach is motivated by
the typical solutions found in the Web environment, where contexts correspond
to the URIs of ontologies and allow one to import pieces of vocabulary from different sources. The meta-ontology is another DL ontology, in which the contexts
are represented as individuals. A box is thus given a two-fold representation in
a SIS/MD : on the meta-level it is treated as an atomic individual described in
the meta-language — on the object level it is associated with a single ontology.
The semantics of the framework is grounded directly in the standard modeltheoretic semantics of the languages used on the object and the meta-level of
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Fig. 1: A Simple Interoperability System with Meta-Data.

representation. Rather than extending or redesigning these semantic foundations, we follow a simple, compositional approach. A model of a SIS/MD is a
composition of (standard) models of the ontologies included in the SIS/MD ,
which must satisfy certain compatibility criteria. The formal characteristics of
the framework are determined largely by the following two properties.
1. The semantic relationship between the object and the meta-level of the representation is largely conventional, i.e. it involves no genuine formal interaction
between the semantics of both levels.
2. The semantic interoperability mechanism used for relating the contents of the
object ontologies is of a purely extensional character, in the sense that two
ontologies can be semantically related only by interpreting some parts of their
vocabularies via identical extensions in a (global) interpretation domain.
Figure 2 presents a sample model of (a part of) the SIS/MD used in Figure 1.
To witness the first of the properties above, observe that the model of the metaontology is strictly disconnected from the models of the object ontologies. The
only relationship between the two levels is that some of the objects appearing
in the model of the meta-ontology are conventionally associated with the corresponding object ontologies. Formally, however, the problem of satisfiability of the
meta-ontology, i.e. verifying existence of its model, is fully independent from the
satisfiability of the object ontologies. This separation guarantees good computational properties of the framework, namely reducibility of reasoning to standard
decision problems in the underlying languages and, consequently, preservation
of the complexity of reasoning. At the same time even such loose composition
provides enough expressive power to support an interesting form of querying, in
which results of reasoning on the meta-level can be further used for specializing
the reasoning tasks on the object level.
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Fig. 2: The semantics of a SIS/MD .

The second property is illustrated in the figure with a sample use of concept c:M , which occurs simultaneously in the boxes labeled with c and e. In
such case, the corresponding models for the two ontologies need to agree on
the interpretation of c:M , where the agreement is understood as having identical extensions. More precisely, whenever α is a common term for some object
ontologies Oc and Oe in some SIS/MD , then their models Ic = (∆Ic , ·Ic ) and
Ie = (∆Ie , ·Ie ) can be incorporated into a global model of the SIS/MD only if
it is the case that αIc = αIe . Note, that we do not require the domains of the
models to be identical as well, but only to overlap in the fragments in which
the shared vocabulary is interpreted. The obvious intuition is that it must be
possible to coherently merge the local models of all the object ontologies into a
single global model of the whole object-level knowledge represented in a SIS/MD .
2.2

Syntax and semantics

We start be recapping the basic nomenclature of DLs. A DL language L is defined by its vocabulary Σ = (NC , NR , NI ), where NC is a set of concept names,
NR a set of role names and NI a set of individual names, and a selection of
logical operators enabling construction of complex concepts, roles and axioms.
5

Different combinations of operators give rise to DLs of different expressiveness,
and consequently, of different computational complexity, from the highly expressive SROIQ, underpinning the OWL 2 DL language, to the lightweight EL++
or the DL-Lite family, on which restricted OWL profiles are based [4]. Table 1
presents a sample of concept constructors and axioms available in DLs and their
rendering into the OWL/RDF(S) syntax.
The model-theoretic semantics of L is given through interpretations of the
form I = (∆I , ·I ), where ∆I is a non-empty domain of individuals and ·I is an
interpretation function which maps C I ⊆ ∆I , for every C ∈ NC , rI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I ,
for every r ∈ NR and aI ∈ ∆I , for every a ∈ NI . Further, it is inductively
extended over complex expressions. A DL ontology O in the language L is a
set of axioms in L. An axiom is satisfied by an interpretation iff the semantic
condition associated with the axiom holds in that interpretation (see Table 1 for
examples). We say that an interpretation is a model of an ontology iff it satisfies
all axioms in this ontology.

Syntax
>
¬C
C uD
C tD
C(a)
r(a, b)
CvD
C≡D
rvs
a=b
dom(r) v C
ran(r) v C

Semantics
OWL/RDF(S) constructor
Concept/Class constructors
∆I
owl:Thing
∆I \ C I
owl:complementOf
C I ∩ DI
owl:intersectionOf
C I ∪ DI
owl:unionOf
Axioms / Interpretation constraints
aI ∈ C I
rdf:type
(aI , bI ) ∈ rI
RDF triple syntax
C I ⊆ DI
rdfs:subClassOf
C I = DI
owl:equivalentClass
rI ⊆ sI
rdfs:subPropertyOf
a I = bJ
owl:sameAs
{x ∈ ∆I | (x, y) ∈ rI } ⊆ C I rdfs:domain
{y ∈ ∆I | (x, y) ∈ rI } ⊆ C I rdfs:range

Table 1: Syntax and semantics of DL concepts and axioms.

We now formally introduce components of the SIS/MD framework. A metalanguage is a DL with the standard syntax and semantics, distinguishable only
by the function it plays in the framework. From this perspective, some individual names in this language should be seen as names of context boxes containing
object knowledge. To avoid ambiguities in the context naming we assume the
metalanguage adheres to the Unique Name Assumption.
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Definition 1 (Metalanguage and meta-ontology). A metalanguage LM is
a DL language over vocabulary Γ = (MC , MR , MI ). A meta-ontology M is a
set of axioms in LM .
The definition of the object language introduces additional context prefixes
for distinguishing between box-specific vocabularies, which make the interoperability mechanism more explicit in the formalization.
Definition 2 (Object language and ontologies). Let LM be a meta-language
over Γ = (MC , MR , MI ). Then an object language LO under LM is a DL language over the vocabulary Σ LM = (NCLM , NRLM , NILM ), such that Σ LM is defined
in terms of MI and some DL vocabulary Σ = (NC , NR , NI ) as follows:
– NCLM = {c:C | c ∈ MI , C ∈ NC },
– NILM = {c:a | c ∈ MI , a ∈ NI }.

NRLM = {c:r | c ∈ MI , r ∈ NR },

The elements of the resulting sets NCLM , NRLM , NILM are concept names, role
names and individual names, respectively. An object ontology O is a set of
axioms in LO .
I = {Ic }c∈MI is an interpretation of LO iff for every c ∈ MI it holds that:
– Ic = (∆Ic , ·Ic ) is an interpretation of Σ,
– for every d:α ∈ Σ LM , (d:α)Ic = αId ,
– ·Ic is inductively extended over all complex expressions of LO in the usual
manner.
The satisfaction relation and the notion of model are defined as usual. The
design of an object language aims at capturing precisely the following intuition:
a vocabulary Σ, interpreted over the object domain, might be used differently
in different contexts. To avoid ambiguities, instead of referring to a plain atom
α ∈ Σ, one should rather use it in combination with a prefix c ∈ MI , explicitly
indicating the intended context of interpretation. Effectively, the vocabulary of
the object language can be restated as the set of all prefixed atoms Σ LM = {c:α |
c ∈ MI , α ∈ Σ}, where atoms with the same prefix c ∈ MI are interpreted by
a unique, designated DL interpretation Ic = (∆Ic , ·Ic ). All complex expressions,
comprising atoms with possibly different prefixes, are given their meaning simply
by combining the respective interpretations.
Finally, we define the target notion of SIS/MD .
Definition 3 (SIS/MD ). Let LM be a metalanguage and LO an object language
under LM . Then a tuple S = hM, MI? , {Oc }c∈MI? i is a Simple Interoperability
System with Meta-Data, where M is a meta-ontology in LM , MI? ⊆ MI and
for every c ∈ MI? , Oc is an object ontology in LO .
Note that each object ontology Oc in a SIS/MD is uniquely identifiable by
the corresponding context name c ∈ MI and represents the object knowledge
directly associated with that context. It is important to observe, however, that
due to the employed interoperability mechanism this knowledge can be also
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carried indirectly by axioms included in other ontologies. For instance, axiom
c:C v c:D ∈ Od , although included in the ontology Od , imposes a constraint
on the interpretation of the context c, as it uses the vocabulary of c. Thus, the
names from MI play a twofold role in the framework. On the semantic side, as
denotations of the prefixes used in the object vocabulary, they determine the
logical space of contexts relevant for interpreting the object knowledge. On the
syntactic level, as identifiers for object ontologies, they also allow for enumerating
portions of data which actually convey that knowledge.
The semantics of a SIS/MD is defined straightforwardly by combining the
semantics of both levels of representation.
Definition 4 (Semantics). A pair hJ , Ii is an interpretation of a SIS/MD S =
hM, MI? , {Oc }c∈MI? i iff J = (∆J , ·J ) is an interpretation of the metalanguage
and I = {Ic }c∈MI is an interpretation of the object language of S. It is a model
of S iff J satisfies all axioms in M and for every c ∈ MI? , Ic satisfies all axioms
in Oc .
Example. Consider a system S = hM, MI? , {Oc }c∈MI? i, which integrates information about hospital patients with some biomedical knowledge ontologies. We
set MI? = {c, d , e, f } and define M and {Oc }c∈MI? as follows:
M: MedicalOntology v BiomedicalKnowledge
AnatomyOntology v BiomedicalKnowledge
PatientKB(c)
MedicalOntology (d ), author (d , ihtsd organization)
AnatomyOntology (e), date(e, january2010 )
Mappings(f ), ∃generatedBy .ManualMethod (f )
Oc : c:CardiacPatient ≡ c:Patient u ∃c:diagnosedWith.d :HeartDisease
c:CardiacPatient(c:johnSmith)
Od : d :HeartDisease v ∃d :disorderOf .d :Heart
Oe : e:HumanHeart v e:Heart
Of : d :Heart ≡ e:HumanHeart
c:johnSmith = g :jSmith

The meta-ontology M above, represents the meta-knowledge over contexts integrated in the system. For instance, e is stated to be a context of anatomy, and
thus falls in the scope of biomedical knowledge due to axiom AnatomyOntology
v BiomedicalKnowledge. Moreover, e is related to individual january2010
via role date. The object ontologies corresponding to the contexts contain fragments of object knowledge. For example, Od states that d :HeartDisease v
∃d :disorderOf.d :Heart, meaning that objects with heart disease have some disorder of heart, where all involved atoms are interpreted in the context d . Atoms
might also originate in external contexts, thus involving interoperability between
different contexts, e.g. d :HeartDisease in Oc or e:HumanHeart in Of . In a special case of g :jSmith in Of , we refer to the context g which is not associated
with an ontology, but still belongs to the logical space of contexts. Note also,
that ontology Of does not make use at all of its native vocabulary, but merely
8

relates the vocabularies of other contexts. Such ontologies are essential for formalizing the notion of alignment in the framework. Sample inferences based on
the system described above are shown in the following section.
2.3

Reasoning

Technically, reasoning over the framework boils down to reasoning over two separate representations. In particular, deciding satisfiability of a SIS/MD is equivalent to deciding two independent problems: satisfiability of the meta-ontology
and satisfiability of the set of object ontologies. Both problems are solvable using
existing reasoning tools, such as popular DL reasoners. In the former case, this
is immediate, as the meta-ontology is a standard DL ontology. In the latter, the
set of object ontologies in LO must be first reduced to a single, equisatisfiable
DL ontology. Such polynomial reduction, which we outline in Table 2, is analogical to the one used for reducing Package-based DLs to DLs [7] (see Section 5)
and applies directly to most DLs, including those underlying the OWL profiles.
Note, that avoiding the reduction step and taking the union of the ontologies
instead violates the local character of axioms and thus, in certain cases (mostly
expressive DLs), might lead to unintended inferences or inconsistencies.

INPUT: Set of DL ontologies {Oc }c∈MI? in LO
1. For every c ∈ MI? , replace every occurrence of > in Oc with a fresh concept c:>.
2. For every c ∈ MI? and every occurring concept name c:C, individual name c:a and
role name c:r, extend Oc with the following axioms:
c:C v c:>,

c:>(c:a),

dom(c:r) v c:>,

ran(c:r) v c:>.

MI? :

3. If LO supports the complement then for every c ∈
(a) replace every C ≡ D ∈ Oc with c:> v NNF((¬C t D) u (C t ¬D)), every
C v D ∈ Oc with c:> v NNF(¬CtD), and every C(a) ∈ Oc with NNF(C)(a),
where NNF denotes the Negation Normal Form,
g and extend Oc with
(b) replace every occurrence of ¬c:C with a fresh concept c:C
the following axioms:
g v c:>,
g t c:C,
g u c:C v ⊥.
c:C
c:> v c:C
c:C
S
4. Set O = c∈M ? Oc .
I

OUTPUT: DL ontology O

Table 2: Reduction of object ontologies in LO to an equisatisfiable DL ontology.

Similarly to the satisfiability problem, the notion of entailment can be defined
independently for both levels as follows.
Definition 5 (Entailment). A meta-ontology M entails a formula ϕ over the
vocabulary of LM , i.e. M |= ϕ, iff every model J = (∆J , ·J ) of M satisfies ϕ.
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A set of object ontologies {Oc }c∈MI? , for MI? ⊆ MI , entails a formula ϕ over
the vocabulary of LO , i.e. {Oc }c∈MI? |= ϕ, iff every model I = {Ic }c∈MI of
{Oc }c∈MI? satisfies ϕ.
Regardless of the semantic separation of the two levels of representation,
the framework supports a simple, yet practically useful form of queries which
allow for metadata-driven selection, integration and reasoning over the objectlevel knowledge. SIS/MD queries, of the form m(y) : q(x), comprise a metalevel
query m(y) and an object-level query q(x). The metalevel component serves
for retrieving the object ontologies which satisfy certain meta-level descriptions.
The object query is then applied over the fragment of knowledge contained in
those ontologies. The schematic workflow for answering the queries in practical
implementations is presented in detail in Figure 3, while formally the reasoning
problem is defined as follows:
Definition 6 (SIS/MD query). An expression m(y) : q(x) is a SIS/MD query
over an SIS/MD = hM, MI? , {Oc }c∈O i iff the following conditions hold:
– m(y) ← ∃z.ϕ(y, z) is a query over the vocabulary of LM ,
– q(x) ← ∃v.ψ(x, v) is a query over the vocabulary of LO .
A sequence a ∈ NI is an answer to query m(y) : q(x) iff {Oc }c∈M |= q(a), where
M = {c ∈ MI? | M |= m(c)}.
Here we use the standard query notation q(x) ← ∃y.body(x, y), where x denotes
the free variables (answer variables) in a set of atoms body.
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Fig. 3: The workflow for answering SIS/MD queries.
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As a result of the semantic separation of the two levels, the computational
complexity of answering SIS/MD queries carries over directly from the complexity
of answering queries in the two component languages. More specifically, if (q, L) is
the problem of answering queries of type q in the language L then the complexity
bounds for answering SIS/MD queries satisfy the constraint:
complexity(m(y) : q(x), SIS/MD ) =
max(complexity(m(y), LM ), complexity(q(x), LO ))
For instance, if the meta-ontology and the object ontologies of a SIS/MD
are expressed in OWL 2 DL, then answering queries expressible as OWL 2 DL
class descriptions is N2ExpTime-complete, as this is the complexity of instance
retrieval for concepts in the underlying DL SROIQ [8]. Although in principle
the complexity of reasoning remains in the same class, in practice the actual
effort of answering the object query can be dramatically reduced as the metaquery can significantly restrict the amount of data to be queried over.
Finally, we illustrate the querying mechanism with a small example involving
the SIS/MD introduced in the previous section.
Example (cont.) Let mi (y) : q(x) be a SIS/MD query over S, where we specify
the object-query q(x) as:
q(x) ← ∃y, z.(c:diagnosedWith(x, y) ∧ d :disorderOf (y, z) ∧ d :Heart(z)),
and further, we vary the meta-query mi (y) across the following alternatives:
– m1 (y) ← PatientKB(y),
– m2 (y) ← PatientKB(y) ∨ BimodicalKnowledge(y),
– m3 (y) ← PatientKB(y) ∨ BimodicalKnowledge(y) ∨ Mappings(y).
Observe that different meta-queries return different sets of context names. Consequently, different subsets of object ontologies are selected as the basis for answering the object query. This in turn leads to obtaining different answers, as
presented below:
meta-query
m1 (y)
m2 (y)
m3 (y)

3

selected ontologies
{Oc }
{Oc , Od , Oe }
{Oc , Od , Oe , Of }

object-query answers
Q=∅
Q = {c:johnSmith}
Q = {c:johnSmith, g :jSmith}

Implementation

We implemented the SIS/MD framework using LarKC [2]; a platform for the creation and execution of Semantic Web reasoning workflows. Each LarKC workflow consists of a number of plugins. Each plugin performs some reasoning service over a given set of RDF statements. The platform ships with a number of
pre-built plugins for various kinds of reasoning. Importantly, it has facilities for
11

the development of reasoning plug-ins. Plug-ins can take advantage of a number of services available in the platform including execution on cluster machines
and RDF data management. The SIS/MD framework was instantiated as LarKC
workflow. Interestingly, the implemented workflow follows directly from the reasoning framework. The workflow consists of the following steps:
1. The metadata ontology is loaded into LarKC.
2. A SPARQL query representing the meta-ontology query is performed to
select a series of files (i.e. knowledge sources) to be loaded. These files
correspond to the object ontology. Note that the underlying triple store
(OWLIM)1 is configured to perform pD∗ reasoning (also called OWL-HORST)
[9] at this stage.
3. The selected files are loaded into LarKC. Note that under the expressive
limitations of the OWL-HORST fragment the reduction step outlined in
Table 2 can be omitted with little harm to the integration process.
4. A SPARQL query representing the object ontology query is performed and
results are returned. Again, results are returned under OWL-HORST reasoning.
The workflow required only lightweight implementation of two LarKC plugins
and the definition of the overall workflow. Importantly, only reasoning services
that were already available in LarKC were required for the implementation of
the framework. The workflow and associated plugins are accessible on-line at
http://www.few.vu.nl/~pgroth/sismd/.

4

Case Study: Wordnet Alignment

We now describe the application of the framework to the reasoning over alignments between two versions of Wordnet: a large lexical database categorizing
English words in linguistic categories.
4.1

Use Case

This use case stems from a cultural heritage portal serving documents that have
been semantically annotated using Wordnet [10]. Because the portal integrates
documents from different collections, part of the collection has been annotated
using W3C’s RDF representation of Wordnet 2.0, while another part uses 3.0.
Obviously, one would like to be able to ignore the version differences when these
are not relevant. For example, for a given query, all relevant documents annotated
using either version need to be found.
To achieve this, an alignment needs to be created that describes, for as many
concepts as possible, which concept in one version corresponds to the same or
at least a very similar concept in the other version. Creating such an alignment
is, however, not an exact science. In an idealized world, two concepts are either
1

http://www.ontotext.com/owlim
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equivalent or they are not. In practice, similarity levels vary on a continuous
scale, and what level is “sufficiently similar” may depend on the application
context. Additionally, similarity levels can vary on multiple dimensions. For example, a concept A can be very similar to B along one dimension, but more
similar to C along another. A good weighing scheme that takes this into account
is typically also application or context dependent. Finally, for large vocabularies such as Wordnet (both versions have over 100k concepts), the number of
potential mappings (e.g. the Cartesian product of both sets) is very large, and
automatic tools are needed to either fully automate the alignment process, or
at least to help human experts in creating alignments interactively. As some
correspondences are much harder to find than other, the resulting set of all correspondences produced by alignment tools tend to vary in nature and quality.
An application might prefer to use only parts of the results.
Typically, creating a good alignment is a task that is too complex to be
done at query time. On the other hand, alignments are too context-dependent
to create a single alignment a priori. One solution is to create multiple sets of
correspondences and annotate each set describing its properties. Applications
can then query on a meta-level which sets are available and what their properties are. Based on this information, context-specific reasoning can be applied
to decide which correspondences the system should use when answering future
object-level queries. For example, a retrieval application might opt for high recall
performance and include all mappings. An application that uses the mappings to
upgrade a corpus that has been manually annotated would prefer high precisions
alignments.

4.2

Alignment selection with SIS/MD

The described use-case is a typical example for an application with a large variety
of related, but different sets of object-knowledge, together with a rich metadata ontology. We have applied the framework to Wordnet alignments produced
using the Amalgame system [11]. To demonstrate its usage, we discuss a small
example. A user is interested in how verbs can be aligned between Wordnet 3.0
and Wordnet 2.0. However, in one case the application is interested in mappings
produced with the best numeric score as returned by the mapping algorithms.
In the second case, the user is interested in mappings that were returned by
multiple different mapping algorithms. Here, we show how modifying the metalevel query over the provenance changes the results of the same object-level
query. For readability, we constrain the query to look at the word “catch”.
Formally, we formulate two SIS/MD queries: m1(y) : q(e1, e2) and m2(y) :
q(e1, e2), with the same object query, looking for the pairs of alignment entities
where one of them is of type VerbSynset and has a label “catch”:
q(e1, e2) ← ∃x.(align:entity1(x, e1) ∧ align:entity2(x, e2) ∧
wn20schema:V erbSynset(e1) ∧ label(e1, ”catch”))
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select ?e1 ?e2 where {
?map align:entity1 ?e1.
?map align:entity2 ?e2.
?e1 rdf:type wn20sch:VerbSynset.
?e1 rdfs:label "catch"@en-us. }

Fig. 4: An example object-level query q(e1, e2) formulated in SPARQL
The two variants of the meta-query used in the SIS/MD queries:
m1(y) ← ∃x.((wasGeneratedBy (y, x) ∧ BestNumeric(x)) ∨ WordNetItem(y))
m2(y) ← ∃x.((wasGeneratedBy (y, x) ∧ MostMethods(x)) ∨ WordNetItem(y))

define the relevant object data sources including those of type WordNetItem
(effectively, the Wordnet ontologies) and all sources (the sets of mappings) generated with the BestNumeric and MostMethods approaches, respectively.
For this application, the object-level query q(e1, e2) is formulated in SPARQL
as shown in Figure 4. For all SPARQL queries, the following prefixes are defined:
rdfs:http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#, rdf:http://www.w3.org/1999/02/
22-rdf-syntax-ns#, ag:http://purl.org/vocabularies/amalgame#, opmv:http://
purl.org/net/opmv/ns#, wn20sch:http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/schema/,
align:http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/heterogeneity/alignment#
select ?file where {
{?file opmv:wasGeneratedBy ?alg.
?alg rdf:type ag:BestNumeric. }
UNION
{?file rdf:type ag:WordNetItem.}}

select ?file where {
{?file opmv:wasGeneratedBy ?s.
?s rdf:type ag:MostMethods.}
UNION
{?file rdf:type ag:WordNetItem.}}

Fig. 5: An example meta-level query
m1(x) formulated in SPARQL.

Fig. 6: An example meta-level query
m2(x) formulated in SPARQL.

The meta-level query m1(x) for best-numeric mappings algorithms is shown
in Figure 5. Applying, the object-level query over the results of m1(x) (446 377
triples), produces two result bindings mapping the same synset:
Binding 1 and 2:
?e1: http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/synset-catch-verb-18
?e2: http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/instances/synset-catch-verb-18

The meta-level query m2(x) for mappings from different mapping algorithms
is shown in Figure 6. With this query, 353 303 triples are used and no results
are returned. Note, that here the mappings are only 167 triples of the total
number of triples as compared to 93 241 triples for the prior set of mappings.
While the above queries are simple, they do require reasoning. They show how
by changing the view over provenance (or meta information) systems can achieve
different results. Most importantly, the case study emphasizes the simplicity of
the framework and the ease with which it can be implemented and applied.
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5

Related Work

The SIS/MD framework is a strongly restricted fragment of Context Description
Logics introduced in [12,13], which are based on combinations of pairs of Description Logics. The restriction concerns the number of contexts (boxes) allowed
(here finite, while possibly unbounded in the general case) and the expressiveness of the interoperability mechanism. This fragment also closely coincides with
the architecture of Contextualized Knowledge Repositories (CKRs), proposed in
[6]. The notable difference is that the meta-language in CKRs is pruned down
to a fixed set of contextual properties, e.g: time, location, topic, along with
their pre-defined values and the coverage relation for organizing contexts in a
generality-specificity hierarchy. In contrast, the meta-language in SIS/MD is an
arbitrary, unrestricted DL language, whose vocabulary and expressiveness are
left entirely as an application-driven choice. In the pure RDF paradigm, another framework similar to ours and CKRs, called RDF+ is discussed in [14] and
based on the use of Named Graphs [15] for representing both levels of knowledge. Given the expressive limitations of RDF, the scope of meta-language in
RDF+ is again restricted to a set of relational properties. Moreover, unlike in our
case, the notions of selection and integration of the object-level knowledge are
not considered. A framework that supports meta-level selection of object-level
knowledge was proposed in [16]. It provides a mechanism for selecting a subset
of a single ontology based on axioms annotations. The framework, however, does
not support the context-sensitive integration, in the sense discussed here, as it
is assumed that the entire object-level knowledge is given in one ontology.
The semantic interoperability mechanism involved in our framework is based
directly on the Simple Interoperability Systems, defined in [13], and as argued
there, it remains a notational variant of the Package-based DLs (P-DLs) [7]. Consequently, it bares certain similarities to other logic-based ontology integration
formalisms [17], such as e.g. Distributed DLs [18] or E-Connections [19]. Differently than in our case, the interoperability in those two formalisms is achieved
by use of external bridge rules or internal link relations connecting the vocabularies of different ontologies. Such constructs are then interpreted in terms of
mappings between the models of the connected ontologies. Such an approach
grants a weaker style of integration (less inferences possible) but a more robust one with respect to possible inconsistencies arising due to heterogeneity of
integrated knowledge. For a formal survey, we refer the reader to [17].

6

Conclusion

We presented a framework that allows for the adaptive selection and integration of object-level knowledge based on meta-level knowledge. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first formal framework that deals with the interrelationship between meta-level knowledge and object-level knowledge purely in terms
of standard Semantic Web knowledge representations (e.g. Description Logics,
OWL and RDFS). Importantly, we demonstrated that the framework can be
15

realized using an existing Semantic Web development framework (LarKC) and
applied to an existing use case; the alignment of vocabularies in a cultural heritage setting. Going forward, we aim to study the application of the framework in
more dynamic or streaming settings. Additionally, we aim to apply the approach
to large sets of biomedical concept mappings provided by a range of providers.
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